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RESIDENT OBAMA’S commencement address to the graduating class at 
Barnard College on Monday had no throwaway lines. It was for and about 
women; choosing a women’s college for a highly touted presidential graduation 
speech was a signal that Democrats will use every opportunity to make gender, 

and gender rights, a political issue this fall.  
And after invoking the usual platitudes, Obama included an eye-opening line: 

“Until a girl can imagine herself, can picture herself as a computer programmer, or a 
combatant commander, she won’t become one.” The president fully understands that the 
rules excluding women from combat pretty much rule out the possibility that she can ever 
aspire to be a combatant commander. This was Obama’s way of signaling that he will 
change those rules if he’s reelected. 

Until now, Obama has been relatively quiet on issues of women and combat. This 
latest evolution is just as welcome as his change of heart on gay marriage. It is not only 
the right policy to end combat-exclusion rules, but there are also political points to be 
gained by urging women to Be All That You Can’t Be.  

First, a short detour for the civilian readers. A combatant command is a unit that 
the Defense Department sets up to align the missions of the different services in times of 
both war and peace. A command includes at least two military services, and they are 
generally organized on a geographic basis, such as Central Command for the Middle 
East, North Africa, and Central Asia. Each command is run by a combatant commander, 
who must be a four-star general or admiral. These are serious jobs; the chain of command 
runs directly from the commanders, to the secretary of defense, to the president.  

There are only two women who are now four-star generals: Army General Ann 
Dunwoody and Air Force General Janet Wolfenbarger, and neither is a combatant 
commander. Dunwoody is a logistics genius, and Wolfenbarger runs research, 
development, and testing programs for the Air Force. They are specialists, but not in 
combat. Most generals achieve elevated rank through combat jobs.  

Changes announced earlier this year are intended to allow for women to be 
formally authorized for some combat activities that they are already performing. The 
changes are slow, but coming. Just this week, female soldiers began to move into 
previous all-male units; nine brigades started testing the inclusion of women before the 
policy goes Army-wide.  

This is all known to Obama. And it is also known to Congress, which is permitted 
by the Constitution to authorize rules and regulations for the armed forces. It is this 
authority that allowed Congress to repeal the “don’t ask, don’t tell” policy in late 2010.  

So, let the war begin. For Democrats, advocating for women’s equal rights in the 
military is less complicated than contending with the reproductive and health issues that 
have drawn most of the gender focus this election season. Since most Americans have no 
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T
HOUGH EDUCATION spared Massa-
chusetts the fate of other former indus-
trial states, like Michigan, we have an
odd way of showing that our future de-

pends on human capital. In 2001, the Common-
wealth spent $8.3 billion (in current dollars) on
education and a larger but still comparable
amount, $10.8 billion, on health care. But in
Governor Patrick’s 2013 budget, the gap is far
wider: The $15.2 billion for health care is more
than double the $6.9 billion he proposes for ed-
ucation.

This comparison hints at the stakes as the
House and Senate discuss bills to restrain
health spending. Unless lawmakers succeed, ris-
ing medical spending threatens to crowd out
everything else, including the schooling that
will determine Massachusetts’ economic future.

There are critical trade-offs in our policy-
making. One is between services that primarily
benefit the young, such as education, and those
that, like health care, disproportionately help
older citizens.

We have to rethink the balance we’ve struck
between young and old — which means more
than just investing in education. The state’s
much-discussed health care mandate also cre-
ates an implicit transfer from young to old.
When young healthy people are forced to buy
health care insurance, they pay rates that don’t
adjust fully for age. Even though they generally
earn less, younger people subsidize older people
with typically greater health care needs. Re-
straining health care spending will make room
for other priorities, such as education, that ad-
dress young people’s needs more directly.

Yet this brings up a second critical trade-off,
between promoting quality — which often
means paying for private initiative — and con-
trolling costs — which can often require more
public control over publicly financed services.

Controlling spending is hard in our current
hybrid health care system. Forcing costs is often
far easier in a purely public system, yet it typi-
cally comes with substantial compromises in
quality. For example, K-12 schooling is for most
children publicly funded and publicly provided
— the pure public option demanded by progres-
sives during the national health care debate.
The decline in state spending shows how easily
taxpayer pressure leads to cost-cutting in a such
a model. In Massachusetts, Proposition 2! con-
strains localities, and state legislators cut costs
to balance budgets in the face of voter antipa-
thy to tax increases.

The results don’t look like any progressive
ideal to me. The pure public option’s problem is
quality, not costs; 48 percent of our eighth grad-
ers were not proficient in mathematics in 2011.
Charter schools provide some choice, but even
there, spending per pupil is rigidly checked.

In contrast, the hybrid health care system
provides vast public funding for privately pro-
vided services — a practice that unleashes the
genius of American innovation, which can pro-
duce an unlimited array of procedures. Improv-
ing access to this system saves lives, though at a
cost: Our landmark reforms have improved
health outcomes; one study finds that since
2006 Massachusetts residents have typically
gained, relative to the nation, an extra one-
quarter of a day free from poor health. But real
per capita personal health expenditures in Mas-
sachusetts rose 13 percent between 2005 and
2009.

The House and Senate bills are seeking a
middle route that restrains spending without
hurting quality. In these pages earlier this week,
former Medicare administrator Donald Berwick
argued that one-third of health expenditures
may be waste. That shouldn’t surprise us, since
our fee-for-service model is a recipe for over-
spending. The House bill’s biggest advantage is
that it more strongly pushes for alternative pay-
ment structures. The details remain ambiguous,
perhaps for good reason: Capitation, paying a
fixed fee per patient per year, definitely limits
costs, but is likely to be just as unpopular as the
service-denying HMOs of the 1990s. A more re-
alistic option would combine core annual pay-
ments per patient — which would rise with
good health outcomes — with added payments
for the providers of necessary, expensive proce-
dures.

Our legislators need to act, and the immense
size of our problem makes the more aggressive
House bill more attractive. The status quo is
making us poorer — at least in relation to the
growing economies of the world — and pushing
us to spend a vast share of national income on
end-of-life care. Unless we handle these trade-
offs better, the explosion in health care costs
will continue to threaten everything else, in-
cluding our children’s futures.

Edward L. Glaeser, a professor of economics at
Harvard University, is author of “The Triumph
of the City.’’ His column appears regularly in
the Globe.
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O
NE WOMAN took the fall for Jamie
Dimon, the CEO of JPMorgan
Chase. Another woman — Elizabeth
Warren, the Democrat running for

US Senate in Massachusetts — is calling for
him to resign from the New York Fed.

So far, the power guys are sticking with
Dimon. Appearing on “The View,” President
Obama called JPMorgan Chase “one of the
best-managed banks there is” and said Di-
mon “is one of the smartest bankers we’ve
got.”

While the FBI investigates potential crimi-
nal wrongdoing at JPMorgan Chase in the
wake of a complex $2 billion trade loss, the
so-sorry Dimon remains at the helm. For
now, the buck stops with Ina Drew, the com-
pany’s chief investment officer
who tearfully offered to
resign.

Weep not for

Drew and her $23 million retirement com-
pensation package. But it’s still noteworthy
that the girl is gone, even though the boys
knew exactly what she was doing, according
to The New York Times.

As for Warren, it’s déjà vu all over again.
She’s the voice of reason and clarity, stand-
ing up to Wall Street power brokers. She’s al-
so the voice that Wall Street and Washington
insiders like to tune out.

After the 2008 financial melt-
down, Warren set up the Consumer
Financial Protection Bureau. Its
mission is to stop unfair lending
practices and to make basic finan-
cial transactions more transparent.
The bureau was established by the
Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform

and Consumer Protection Act, and
Warren was supposed to head it.

But financial institutions
strongly opposed her, because
she called them out for run-
ning banks like casinos.

The Obama administration
didn’t back her either. Treasury
Secretary Timothy Geithner
didn’t want her in the job, and Obama

selected someone else to head the bureau
she created.

Warren is, instead, running against Re-
publican Senator Scott Brown. As she again
demands Wall Street accountability, her mes-
sage is being undercut on two fronts.

She still faces questions about her iden-
tification as a minority law professor. With
the media focused on Warren’s undocu-
mented Cherokee roots, Brown has been
able to dodge questions about the role
he played in weakening Wall Street reg-
ulations.

Brown voted for Dodd-Frank, but he
also worked to water down the so-
called “Volcker Rule,” the part of the fi-
nancial reform law that is supposed to

stop banks from making risky
bets. After it passed, Brown con-

tinued to push federal agencies
to weaken regulations needed to

put an effective Volcker Rule into
place. Since then, he has collected
more than $2 million from the fi-
nancial industry, including more
than $50,000 from JPMorgan. This
week, he refused to reveal who is on

his secret New York City fundraising com-
mittee, and whether JPMorgan is represent-
ed.

But Warren’s message is also undermined
by a Democratic president with a JPMorgan
Chase account that’s worth between
$500,000 and $1 million. Politico calls Di-
mon one of Obama’s “most prominent Wall
Street friends, a rare high-profile Democrat

in an industry dominated by low-
tax, free-market Republicans,” who
has given “hundreds of thousands
of dollars in contributions to Dem-
ocrats.”

The bottom line: Wall Street, in
general, and JPMorgan, in particu-
lar, curry favor with both parties
and it pays off. As Kevin Drum
writes in Mother Jones, after all
the talk of post-crash reform, “mu-
tual funds and hedge funds got
away with only modest new limits,
credit ratings agencies were left
largely untouched, the most dan-
gerous varieties of derivatives were
left alone, almost nothing was
done to reduce the size of the big-

gest banks, and additional powers were giv-
en to the Fed, which has shown repeatedly
that it’s too close to Wall Street to ever regu-
late it effectively.”

Dimon is a cozy case in point. His seat on
the Federal Reserve Bank of New York gives
him a voice in deciding which financial insti-
tutions get bailouts for bad trades. As Eliot
Spitzer — the ex-governor of New York and
ex-AG, who once prosecuted Wall Street —
put it, “This conflict of interest is so obvious
that it defies all rationalization or explana-
tion.”

Like Warren, Spitzer believes Dimon
should exit the New York Fed. So does Sena-
tor Bernie Sanders, independent of Vermont.

That’s the power of Wall Street.
People who are out of power or trying to

get it are the ones most willing to take it on.

R Clarification: Last week, I wrote about an
Elizabeth Warren campaign stop. The event
she attended was a benefit for the Veterans
Relief Fund of Melrose.

Joan Vennochi can be reached at venno-
chi@globe.com. Follow her on Twit-
ter@Joan_Vennochi.
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Warren’s voice against Wall Street gets tuned out

No seat at the table
Women holdmany high-power positions, but old boys’ clubs still rule

P
RESIDENT OBAMA’S
commencement address
to the graduating class at
Barnard College on Mon-

day had no throwaway lines. It
was for and about women;
choosing a women’s college for a
highly touted presidential gradu-
ation speech was a signal that
Democrats will use every oppor-
tunity to make gender, and gen-
der rights, a political issue this
fall.

And after invoking the usual
platitudes, Obama included an
eye-opening line: “Until a girl
can imagine herself, can picture
herself as a computer program-
mer, or a combatant commander,
she won’t become one.” The pres-
ident fully understands that the
rules excluding women from
combat pretty much rule out the
possibility that she can ever as-
pire to be a combatant com-
mander. This was Obama’s way
of signaling that he will change
those rules if he’s reelected.

Until now, Obama has been
relatively quiet on issues of wom-
en and combat. This latest evolu-
tion is just as welcome as his
change of heart on gay marriage.
It is not only the right policy to
end combat-exclusion rules, but
there are also political points to
be gained by urging women to
Be All That You Can’t Be.

First, a short detour for the
civilian readers. A combatant
command is a unit that the De-
fense Department sets up to
align the missions of the differ-
ent services in times of both war
and peace. A command includes
at least two military services,
and they are generally organized
on a geographic basis, such as
Central Command for the Middle

East, North Africa, and Central
Asia. Each command is run by a
combatant commander, who
must be a four-star general or
admiral. These are serious jobs;
the chain of command runs di-
rectly from the commanders, to
the secretary of defense, to the
president.

There are only two women
who are now four-star generals:
Army General Ann Dunwoody
and Air Force General Janet
Wolfenbarger, and neither is a
combatant commander. Dun-
woody is a logistics genius, and
Wolfenbarger runs research, de-
velopment, and testing pro-
grams for the Air Force. They
are specialists, but not in com-
bat. Most generals achieve ele-
vated rank through combat jobs.

Changes announced earlier
this year are intended to allow
for women to be formally autho-
rized for some combat activities
that they are already perform-
ing. The changes are slow, but
coming. Just this week, female
soldiers began to move into pre-
vious all-male units; nine bri-
gades started testing the inclu-
sion of women before the policy
goes Army-wide.

This is all known to Obama.
And it is also known to Con-
gress, which is permitted by the
Constitution to authorize rules
and regulations for the armed
forces. It is this authority that
allowed Congress to repeal the
“don’t ask, don’t tell” policy in
late 2010.

So, let the war begin. For
Democrats, advocating for wom-
en’s equal rights in the military
is less complicated than con-
tending with the reproductive
and health issues that have

drawn most of the gender focus
this election season. Since most
Americans have no interaction
with the military, which consti-
tutes less than 1 percent of the
population, the issue is largely
theoretical and therefore much
safer for politicians. Few Ameri-
cans actually know a woman
who wants to be in combat; by
saying that such women should
be allowed to follow their
dreams, Obama isn’t alienating
anyone except those who still
claim that women aren’t up to
the job. The exclusion of women
is hard to defend without resort-
ing to stereotypes about physical
abilities or unit cohesion.

And that’s exactly where the
administration wants the debate
to head; let the Republicans
question women’s abilities at
their peril. Many female mem-
bers of the House and Senate al-
ready embrace the goal of gen-

der equality in the armed servic-
es. By this summer, there could
be a legislative movement to for-
malize the Pentagon’s efforts to
expand women’s roles, and may-
be force the military to pick up
the pace. By reminding women
that there are still systemic bar-
riers to their advancement, the
Democrats can keep gender part
of the national dialogue — and
dare Republicans to stop them.

There are no throwaway
lines, only the expectation that
this is going to be a campaign
for the votes of women like
those smiling Barnard gradu-
ates. Most likely, none of them
hopes to be a combatant com-
mander. But it’s good policy and
politics to remind them that
they couldn’t anyway.

Juliette Kayyem can be reached
at jkayyem@globe.com and
Twitter @juliettekayyem.
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Urging women to Be All That You Can’t Be
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President Bush, right, meets with the all-male joint chiefs
and combatant commanders in 2007; there are still no
women combatant commanders.
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ucation.
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House and Senate discuss bills to restrain
health spending. Unless lawmakers succeed, ris-
ing medical spending threatens to crowd out
everything else, including the schooling that
will determine Massachusetts’ economic future.

There are critical trade-offs in our policy-
making. One is between services that primarily
benefit the young, such as education, and those
that, like health care, disproportionately help
older citizens.

We have to rethink the balance we’ve struck
between young and old — which means more
than just investing in education. The state’s
much-discussed health care mandate also cre-
ates an implicit transfer from young to old.
When young healthy people are forced to buy
health care insurance, they pay rates that don’t
adjust fully for age. Even though they generally
earn less, younger people subsidize older people
with typically greater health care needs. Re-
straining health care spending will make room
for other priorities, such as education, that ad-
dress young people’s needs more directly.

Yet this brings up a second critical trade-off,
between promoting quality — which often
means paying for private initiative — and con-
trolling costs — which can often require more
public control over publicly financed services.

Controlling spending is hard in our current
hybrid health care system. Forcing costs is often
far easier in a purely public system, yet it typi-
cally comes with substantial compromises in
quality. For example, K-12 schooling is for most
children publicly funded and publicly provided
— the pure public option demanded by progres-
sives during the national health care debate.
The decline in state spending shows how easily
taxpayer pressure leads to cost-cutting in a such
a model. In Massachusetts, Proposition 2! con-
strains localities, and state legislators cut costs
to balance budgets in the face of voter antipa-
thy to tax increases.

The results don’t look like any progressive
ideal to me. The pure public option’s problem is
quality, not costs; 48 percent of our eighth grad-
ers were not proficient in mathematics in 2011.
Charter schools provide some choice, but even
there, spending per pupil is rigidly checked.

In contrast, the hybrid health care system
provides vast public funding for privately pro-
vided services — a practice that unleashes the
genius of American innovation, which can pro-
duce an unlimited array of procedures. Improv-
ing access to this system saves lives, though at a
cost: Our landmark reforms have improved
health outcomes; one study finds that since
2006 Massachusetts residents have typically
gained, relative to the nation, an extra one-
quarter of a day free from poor health. But real
per capita personal health expenditures in Mas-
sachusetts rose 13 percent between 2005 and
2009.

The House and Senate bills are seeking a
middle route that restrains spending without
hurting quality. In these pages earlier this week,
former Medicare administrator Donald Berwick
argued that one-third of health expenditures
may be waste. That shouldn’t surprise us, since
our fee-for-service model is a recipe for over-
spending. The House bill’s biggest advantage is
that it more strongly pushes for alternative pay-
ment structures. The details remain ambiguous,
perhaps for good reason: Capitation, paying a
fixed fee per patient per year, definitely limits
costs, but is likely to be just as unpopular as the
service-denying HMOs of the 1990s. A more re-
alistic option would combine core annual pay-
ments per patient — which would rise with
good health outcomes — with added payments
for the providers of necessary, expensive proce-
dures.

Our legislators need to act, and the immense
size of our problem makes the more aggressive
House bill more attractive. The status quo is
making us poorer — at least in relation to the
growing economies of the world — and pushing
us to spend a vast share of national income on
end-of-life care. Unless we handle these trade-
offs better, the explosion in health care costs
will continue to threaten everything else, in-
cluding our children’s futures.

Edward L. Glaeser, a professor of economics at
Harvard University, is author of “The Triumph
of the City.’’ His column appears regularly in
the Globe.
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Obama called JPMorgan Chase “one of the
best-managed banks there is” and said Di-
mon “is one of the smartest bankers we’ve
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While the FBI investigates potential crimi-
nal wrongdoing at JPMorgan Chase in the
wake of a complex $2 billion trade loss, the
so-sorry Dimon remains at the helm. For
now, the buck stops with Ina Drew, the com-
pany’s chief investment officer
who tearfully offered to
resign.

Weep not for

Drew and her $23 million retirement com-
pensation package. But it’s still noteworthy
that the girl is gone, even though the boys
knew exactly what she was doing, according
to The New York Times.

As for Warren, it’s déjà vu all over again.
She’s the voice of reason and clarity, stand-
ing up to Wall Street power brokers. She’s al-
so the voice that Wall Street and Washington
insiders like to tune out.

After the 2008 financial melt-
down, Warren set up the Consumer
Financial Protection Bureau. Its
mission is to stop unfair lending
practices and to make basic finan-
cial transactions more transparent.
The bureau was established by the
Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform

and Consumer Protection Act, and
Warren was supposed to head it.

But financial institutions
strongly opposed her, because
she called them out for run-
ning banks like casinos.

The Obama administration
didn’t back her either. Treasury
Secretary Timothy Geithner
didn’t want her in the job, and Obama

selected someone else to head the bureau
she created.

Warren is, instead, running against Re-
publican Senator Scott Brown. As she again
demands Wall Street accountability, her mes-
sage is being undercut on two fronts.

She still faces questions about her iden-
tification as a minority law professor. With
the media focused on Warren’s undocu-
mented Cherokee roots, Brown has been
able to dodge questions about the role
he played in weakening Wall Street reg-
ulations.

Brown voted for Dodd-Frank, but he
also worked to water down the so-
called “Volcker Rule,” the part of the fi-
nancial reform law that is supposed to

stop banks from making risky
bets. After it passed, Brown con-

tinued to push federal agencies
to weaken regulations needed to

put an effective Volcker Rule into
place. Since then, he has collected
more than $2 million from the fi-
nancial industry, including more
than $50,000 from JPMorgan. This
week, he refused to reveal who is on

his secret New York City fundraising com-
mittee, and whether JPMorgan is represent-
ed.

But Warren’s message is also undermined
by a Democratic president with a JPMorgan
Chase account that’s worth between
$500,000 and $1 million. Politico calls Di-
mon one of Obama’s “most prominent Wall
Street friends, a rare high-profile Democrat

in an industry dominated by low-
tax, free-market Republicans,” who
has given “hundreds of thousands
of dollars in contributions to Dem-
ocrats.”

The bottom line: Wall Street, in
general, and JPMorgan, in particu-
lar, curry favor with both parties
and it pays off. As Kevin Drum
writes in Mother Jones, after all
the talk of post-crash reform, “mu-
tual funds and hedge funds got
away with only modest new limits,
credit ratings agencies were left
largely untouched, the most dan-
gerous varieties of derivatives were
left alone, almost nothing was
done to reduce the size of the big-

gest banks, and additional powers were giv-
en to the Fed, which has shown repeatedly
that it’s too close to Wall Street to ever regu-
late it effectively.”

Dimon is a cozy case in point. His seat on
the Federal Reserve Bank of New York gives
him a voice in deciding which financial insti-
tutions get bailouts for bad trades. As Eliot
Spitzer — the ex-governor of New York and
ex-AG, who once prosecuted Wall Street —
put it, “This conflict of interest is so obvious
that it defies all rationalization or explana-
tion.”

Like Warren, Spitzer believes Dimon
should exit the New York Fed. So does Sena-
tor Bernie Sanders, independent of Vermont.

That’s the power of Wall Street.
People who are out of power or trying to

get it are the ones most willing to take it on.

R Clarification: Last week, I wrote about an
Elizabeth Warren campaign stop. The event
she attended was a benefit for the Veterans
Relief Fund of Melrose.
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chi@globe.com. Follow her on Twit-
ter@Joan_Vennochi.
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riers to their advancement, the
Democrats can keep gender part
of the national dialogue — and
dare Republicans to stop them.

There are no throwaway
lines, only the expectation that
this is going to be a campaign
for the votes of women like
those smiling Barnard gradu-
ates. Most likely, none of them
hopes to be a combatant com-
mander. But it’s good policy and
politics to remind them that
they couldn’t anyway.

Juliette Kayyem can be reached
at jkayyem@globe.com and
Twitter @juliettekayyem.
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President Bush, right, meets with the all-male joint chiefs
and combatant commanders in 2007; there are still no
women combatant commanders.
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T
HOUGH EDUCATION spared Massa-
chusetts the fate of other former indus-
trial states, like Michigan, we have an
odd way of showing that our future de-

pends on human capital. In 2001, the Common-
wealth spent $8.3 billion (in current dollars) on
education and a larger but still comparable
amount, $10.8 billion, on health care. But in
Governor Patrick’s 2013 budget, the gap is far
wider: The $15.2 billion for health care is more
than double the $6.9 billion he proposes for ed-
ucation.

This comparison hints at the stakes as the
House and Senate discuss bills to restrain
health spending. Unless lawmakers succeed, ris-
ing medical spending threatens to crowd out
everything else, including the schooling that
will determine Massachusetts’ economic future.

There are critical trade-offs in our policy-
making. One is between services that primarily
benefit the young, such as education, and those
that, like health care, disproportionately help
older citizens.

We have to rethink the balance we’ve struck
between young and old — which means more
than just investing in education. The state’s
much-discussed health care mandate also cre-
ates an implicit transfer from young to old.
When young healthy people are forced to buy
health care insurance, they pay rates that don’t
adjust fully for age. Even though they generally
earn less, younger people subsidize older people
with typically greater health care needs. Re-
straining health care spending will make room
for other priorities, such as education, that ad-
dress young people’s needs more directly.

Yet this brings up a second critical trade-off,
between promoting quality — which often
means paying for private initiative — and con-
trolling costs — which can often require more
public control over publicly financed services.

Controlling spending is hard in our current
hybrid health care system. Forcing costs is often
far easier in a purely public system, yet it typi-
cally comes with substantial compromises in
quality. For example, K-12 schooling is for most
children publicly funded and publicly provided
— the pure public option demanded by progres-
sives during the national health care debate.
The decline in state spending shows how easily
taxpayer pressure leads to cost-cutting in a such
a model. In Massachusetts, Proposition 2! con-
strains localities, and state legislators cut costs
to balance budgets in the face of voter antipa-
thy to tax increases.

The results don’t look like any progressive
ideal to me. The pure public option’s problem is
quality, not costs; 48 percent of our eighth grad-
ers were not proficient in mathematics in 2011.
Charter schools provide some choice, but even
there, spending per pupil is rigidly checked.

In contrast, the hybrid health care system
provides vast public funding for privately pro-
vided services — a practice that unleashes the
genius of American innovation, which can pro-
duce an unlimited array of procedures. Improv-
ing access to this system saves lives, though at a
cost: Our landmark reforms have improved
health outcomes; one study finds that since
2006 Massachusetts residents have typically
gained, relative to the nation, an extra one-
quarter of a day free from poor health. But real
per capita personal health expenditures in Mas-
sachusetts rose 13 percent between 2005 and
2009.

The House and Senate bills are seeking a
middle route that restrains spending without
hurting quality. In these pages earlier this week,
former Medicare administrator Donald Berwick
argued that one-third of health expenditures
may be waste. That shouldn’t surprise us, since
our fee-for-service model is a recipe for over-
spending. The House bill’s biggest advantage is
that it more strongly pushes for alternative pay-
ment structures. The details remain ambiguous,
perhaps for good reason: Capitation, paying a
fixed fee per patient per year, definitely limits
costs, but is likely to be just as unpopular as the
service-denying HMOs of the 1990s. A more re-
alistic option would combine core annual pay-
ments per patient — which would rise with
good health outcomes — with added payments
for the providers of necessary, expensive proce-
dures.

Our legislators need to act, and the immense
size of our problem makes the more aggressive
House bill more attractive. The status quo is
making us poorer — at least in relation to the
growing economies of the world — and pushing
us to spend a vast share of national income on
end-of-life care. Unless we handle these trade-
offs better, the explosion in health care costs
will continue to threaten everything else, in-
cluding our children’s futures.

Edward L. Glaeser, a professor of economics at
Harvard University, is author of “The Triumph
of the City.’’ His column appears regularly in
the Globe.
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We have to rethink the
balance we’ve struck between
young and old.

O
NE WOMAN took the fall for Jamie
Dimon, the CEO of JPMorgan
Chase. Another woman — Elizabeth
Warren, the Democrat running for

US Senate in Massachusetts — is calling for
him to resign from the New York Fed.

So far, the power guys are sticking with
Dimon. Appearing on “The View,” President
Obama called JPMorgan Chase “one of the
best-managed banks there is” and said Di-
mon “is one of the smartest bankers we’ve
got.”

While the FBI investigates potential crimi-
nal wrongdoing at JPMorgan Chase in the
wake of a complex $2 billion trade loss, the
so-sorry Dimon remains at the helm. For
now, the buck stops with Ina Drew, the com-
pany’s chief investment officer
who tearfully offered to
resign.

Weep not for

Drew and her $23 million retirement com-
pensation package. But it’s still noteworthy
that the girl is gone, even though the boys
knew exactly what she was doing, according
to The New York Times.

As for Warren, it’s déjà vu all over again.
She’s the voice of reason and clarity, stand-
ing up to Wall Street power brokers. She’s al-
so the voice that Wall Street and Washington
insiders like to tune out.

After the 2008 financial melt-
down, Warren set up the Consumer
Financial Protection Bureau. Its
mission is to stop unfair lending
practices and to make basic finan-
cial transactions more transparent.
The bureau was established by the
Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform

and Consumer Protection Act, and
Warren was supposed to head it.

But financial institutions
strongly opposed her, because
she called them out for run-
ning banks like casinos.

The Obama administration
didn’t back her either. Treasury
Secretary Timothy Geithner
didn’t want her in the job, and Obama

selected someone else to head the bureau
she created.

Warren is, instead, running against Re-
publican Senator Scott Brown. As she again
demands Wall Street accountability, her mes-
sage is being undercut on two fronts.

She still faces questions about her iden-
tification as a minority law professor. With
the media focused on Warren’s undocu-
mented Cherokee roots, Brown has been
able to dodge questions about the role
he played in weakening Wall Street reg-
ulations.

Brown voted for Dodd-Frank, but he
also worked to water down the so-
called “Volcker Rule,” the part of the fi-
nancial reform law that is supposed to

stop banks from making risky
bets. After it passed, Brown con-

tinued to push federal agencies
to weaken regulations needed to

put an effective Volcker Rule into
place. Since then, he has collected
more than $2 million from the fi-
nancial industry, including more
than $50,000 from JPMorgan. This
week, he refused to reveal who is on

his secret New York City fundraising com-
mittee, and whether JPMorgan is represent-
ed.

But Warren’s message is also undermined
by a Democratic president with a JPMorgan
Chase account that’s worth between
$500,000 and $1 million. Politico calls Di-
mon one of Obama’s “most prominent Wall
Street friends, a rare high-profile Democrat

in an industry dominated by low-
tax, free-market Republicans,” who
has given “hundreds of thousands
of dollars in contributions to Dem-
ocrats.”

The bottom line: Wall Street, in
general, and JPMorgan, in particu-
lar, curry favor with both parties
and it pays off. As Kevin Drum
writes in Mother Jones, after all
the talk of post-crash reform, “mu-
tual funds and hedge funds got
away with only modest new limits,
credit ratings agencies were left
largely untouched, the most dan-
gerous varieties of derivatives were
left alone, almost nothing was
done to reduce the size of the big-

gest banks, and additional powers were giv-
en to the Fed, which has shown repeatedly
that it’s too close to Wall Street to ever regu-
late it effectively.”

Dimon is a cozy case in point. His seat on
the Federal Reserve Bank of New York gives
him a voice in deciding which financial insti-
tutions get bailouts for bad trades. As Eliot
Spitzer — the ex-governor of New York and
ex-AG, who once prosecuted Wall Street —
put it, “This conflict of interest is so obvious
that it defies all rationalization or explana-
tion.”

Like Warren, Spitzer believes Dimon
should exit the New York Fed. So does Sena-
tor Bernie Sanders, independent of Vermont.

That’s the power of Wall Street.
People who are out of power or trying to

get it are the ones most willing to take it on.

R Clarification: Last week, I wrote about an
Elizabeth Warren campaign stop. The event
she attended was a benefit for the Veterans
Relief Fund of Melrose.

Joan Vennochi can be reached at venno-
chi@globe.com. Follow her on Twit-
ter@Joan_Vennochi.

JOAN VENNOCHI

Warren’s voice against Wall Street gets tuned out

No seat at the table
Women holdmany high-power positions, but old boys’ clubs still rule

P
RESIDENT OBAMA’S
commencement address
to the graduating class at
Barnard College on Mon-

day had no throwaway lines. It
was for and about women;
choosing a women’s college for a
highly touted presidential gradu-
ation speech was a signal that
Democrats will use every oppor-
tunity to make gender, and gen-
der rights, a political issue this
fall.

And after invoking the usual
platitudes, Obama included an
eye-opening line: “Until a girl
can imagine herself, can picture
herself as a computer program-
mer, or a combatant commander,
she won’t become one.” The pres-
ident fully understands that the
rules excluding women from
combat pretty much rule out the
possibility that she can ever as-
pire to be a combatant com-
mander. This was Obama’s way
of signaling that he will change
those rules if he’s reelected.

Until now, Obama has been
relatively quiet on issues of wom-
en and combat. This latest evolu-
tion is just as welcome as his
change of heart on gay marriage.
It is not only the right policy to
end combat-exclusion rules, but
there are also political points to
be gained by urging women to
Be All That You Can’t Be.

First, a short detour for the
civilian readers. A combatant
command is a unit that the De-
fense Department sets up to
align the missions of the differ-
ent services in times of both war
and peace. A command includes
at least two military services,
and they are generally organized
on a geographic basis, such as
Central Command for the Middle

East, North Africa, and Central
Asia. Each command is run by a
combatant commander, who
must be a four-star general or
admiral. These are serious jobs;
the chain of command runs di-
rectly from the commanders, to
the secretary of defense, to the
president.

There are only two women
who are now four-star generals:
Army General Ann Dunwoody
and Air Force General Janet
Wolfenbarger, and neither is a
combatant commander. Dun-
woody is a logistics genius, and
Wolfenbarger runs research, de-
velopment, and testing pro-
grams for the Air Force. They
are specialists, but not in com-
bat. Most generals achieve ele-
vated rank through combat jobs.

Changes announced earlier
this year are intended to allow
for women to be formally autho-
rized for some combat activities
that they are already perform-
ing. The changes are slow, but
coming. Just this week, female
soldiers began to move into pre-
vious all-male units; nine bri-
gades started testing the inclu-
sion of women before the policy
goes Army-wide.

This is all known to Obama.
And it is also known to Con-
gress, which is permitted by the
Constitution to authorize rules
and regulations for the armed
forces. It is this authority that
allowed Congress to repeal the
“don’t ask, don’t tell” policy in
late 2010.

So, let the war begin. For
Democrats, advocating for wom-
en’s equal rights in the military
is less complicated than con-
tending with the reproductive
and health issues that have

drawn most of the gender focus
this election season. Since most
Americans have no interaction
with the military, which consti-
tutes less than 1 percent of the
population, the issue is largely
theoretical and therefore much
safer for politicians. Few Ameri-
cans actually know a woman
who wants to be in combat; by
saying that such women should
be allowed to follow their
dreams, Obama isn’t alienating
anyone except those who still
claim that women aren’t up to
the job. The exclusion of women
is hard to defend without resort-
ing to stereotypes about physical
abilities or unit cohesion.

And that’s exactly where the
administration wants the debate
to head; let the Republicans
question women’s abilities at
their peril. Many female mem-
bers of the House and Senate al-
ready embrace the goal of gen-

der equality in the armed servic-
es. By this summer, there could
be a legislative movement to for-
malize the Pentagon’s efforts to
expand women’s roles, and may-
be force the military to pick up
the pace. By reminding women
that there are still systemic bar-
riers to their advancement, the
Democrats can keep gender part
of the national dialogue — and
dare Republicans to stop them.

There are no throwaway
lines, only the expectation that
this is going to be a campaign
for the votes of women like
those smiling Barnard gradu-
ates. Most likely, none of them
hopes to be a combatant com-
mander. But it’s good policy and
politics to remind them that
they couldn’t anyway.

Juliette Kayyem can be reached
at jkayyem@globe.com and
Twitter @juliettekayyem.
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President Bush, right, meets with the all-male joint chiefs
and combatant commanders in 2007; there are still no
women combatant commanders.
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interaction with the military, which constitutes less than 1 percent of the population, the 
issue is largely theoretical and therefore much safer for politicians. Few Americans 
actually know a woman who wants to be in combat; by saying that such women should 
be allowed to follow their dreams, Obama isn’t alienating anyone except those who still 
claim that women aren’t up to the job. The exclusion of women is hard to defend without 
resorting to stereotypes about physical abilities or unit cohesion. 

And that’s exactly where the administration wants the debate to head; let the 
Republicans question women’s abilities at their peril. Many female members of the 
House and Senate already embrace the goal of gender equality in the armed services. By 
this summer, there could be a legislative movement to formalize the Pentagon’s efforts to 
expand women’s roles, and maybe force the military to pick up the pace. By reminding 
women that there are still systemic barriers to their advancement, the Democrats can keep 
gender part of the national dialogue — and dare Republicans to stop them.  

There are no throwaway lines, only the expectation that this is going to be a 
campaign for the votes of women like those smiling Barnard graduates. Most likely, none 
of them hopes to be a combatant commander. But it’s good policy and politics to remind 
them that they couldn’t anyway.  
 

Juliette Kayyem can be reached at jkayyem@globe.com and Twitter @juliettekayyem. 


